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Abstract: Using the Internet to involve citizens in decision-making represents both a promise and a challenge. The PhD program “Fortschrittskolleg Online Participation” brings together more than a dozen PhD students from six different disciplines with practitioners from local administration and consulting companies that initiate and implement real-world participatory processes on the Internet. This article introduces the program’s main research aims and provides a summary of its structure that represents a response to the challenges of such a multi- and trans-disciplinary research effort.
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1 Overview

Enabling citizens to have an impact on political and administrative decisions that they consider important, is one of the most significant challenges in a democratic society. In recent years, there have been many instances where citizens felt that their voice was not heard and that their interests were not considered appropriately by decision makers. Two notable examples in Germany are the construction of a new train station in Stuttgart (Stuttgart21) and the (failed) school reform in Hamburg. Besides these prominent examples, there are many more controversial decisions that have been taken by political representatives and that met significant resistance by those who were affected by them, in particular at the local level. This suggests that electing democratic representatives might not always be sufficient to gain endorsement for political decisions and that affected citizens actively demand additional opportunities for engagement in order to influence these decisions.

Research in particular into planning processes has established that extensive and direct participation in political and administrative decisions – for example via public hearings or citizen juries – can increase both the legitimacy and the quality of decisions [1–5]. So far the direct participation of those affected by decision-making processes has been limited to small groups, for example in the management of common pool resources [6, 7]. However, using Internet-based technology offers the opportunity to realize direct participation on a much larger scale. In particular this would enable participation with significantly less effort and costs, for almost arbitrary large groups in a manner that is independent of location and time. We use the term online participation to refer to this form of direct participation in decision-making processes in politics and administration.

Even though online participation has significant potential to strengthen the acceptance and the quality of political and administrative decisions it is not yet in widespread use. When it is used, it often falls short of the expectations envisioned by those organizing the online participation process or participating in it. We believe that there are three main reasons for this shortcoming.

First, the scientific knowledge about online participation is very limited. We still lack a comprehensive scientific basis for online participation that would allow us to fully understand cause-effect-relationships and as such to determine success factors for online participation in a variety of domains. Such knowledge is required in order to purposefully design the technology for online participation, to adapt the processes to their respective environments and to assess their potential impact and consequences. Without a stronger scientific knowledge base, built both from theory as well as empirical research, it is difficult to realize the potential of online participation and to avoid its pitfalls. So far, existing research efforts into online participation analyse predominantly subject-specific questions within particular disciplines. However, in online partici-
patition processes technical and algorithmic problems are tightly connected to social, political, discursive, organisational, managerial and legal aspects. To come to a comprehensive understanding of online participation requires researching all those aspects simultaneously.

Second, currently organisers as well as researchers of online participation processes are not sufficiently prepared for the specific challenges and problems of online participation. These include creating an environment conducive for participation, designing participation platforms, adapting participation processes to existing legal frameworks or political and social contexts, or engaging people who do not use the Internet. What is missing is a program that combines interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary expertise to provide knowledge of the different aspects of online participation and that qualifies for the requirements of conducting online participation processes in different domains.

Third, at the moment, most existing applications of online participation take place in isolation. Even though, by now, a variety of stakeholders has gained considerable experience in this area, on the academic level we lack a systematic networking that would allow the exchange of experiences and synthesis of existing knowledge. As a result promising avenues for improving such processes remain untapped.

For these reasons, Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf together with University of Applied Sciences for Public Administration and management of North Rhine-Westphalia has initiated a PhD program on “Online Participation”. The program is funded by the North Rhine-Westphalian funding scheme “Fortschrittskollegs”. While in its first phase it is supported from 2014 to 2018, the program represents an ongoing effort of both the universities involved and the state of North Rhine-Westphalia.

2 Challenges

The research topic of the PhD program leads to two interesting challenges at the management level. First, in order to provide research results that are meaningful and relevant in the area of online participation, a high degree of cooperation with practitioners is required. Without such a cooperation there would be only limited access to data and experiences from past online participation processes, it would be hard to get into contact with participants and organizers, and it would be difficult to introduce or evaluate novel functionality and organizational procedures in realistic settings. Furthermore it can be expected that many research results can be used directly to improve real-world online participation. In order to address this challenge, the PhD program includes, as regular members, not only scientists (professors and graduate students) but also a large number of practitioners. These come from three groups. First, there are cities and municipalities where online participation is currently used to interact with citizens. Second, the group of practitioners also includes providers of (technical) solutions for online participation. Finally, there is the government of federal state North Rhine-Westphalia which is currently establishing an open government strategy. Members of all three groups are fully integrated in the PhD program. They serve as co-advisors in the PhD committees of the graduate students, they give presentations on their past experience and they help to transfer the ideas developed by the PhD students to real-world online participation processes.

The second challenge at the management level is that the research topic requires a very high degree of multidisciplinarity. Meaningful work in this area demands, at the very least, research on: the functionality of online participation systems and the algorithms used to realize it (Computer Science), the organization of efficient online participation processes (Business Studies), the behaviour and interaction of the participants (Sociology and Communication Studies), the statutory framework of online participation (Law), metrics that are able to measure the effect of online participation (Sociology), the impact of online participation on the acceptance of political and administrative decisions (Political Science). Organizing multidisciplinary research is already a challenge when two or three research disciplines are involved. Coordinating six diverse research disciplines requires very careful planning. In addition, the PhD program is pioneering cooperative theses in cooperation with its partner, the University of Applied Sciences for Public Administration and management of North Rhine-Westphalia. Two PhD students of the university (“Fachhochschule”) will obtain their doctoral degree from the University of Düsseldorf.

The PhD program solves this challenge by forming four multidisciplinary groups that each investigate one specific aspect of online participation in detail:

- Understanding participants in online participation.
  This group looks at the individuals that participate in online participation processes. Its goal is to explain why and when individuals decide to participate, how they participate and what they expect to gain from participating.

- Understanding organizers of online participation.
  This group focuses on politicians and members of the administration that set up and support online participation processes as well as companies providing such
services. Its goal is to explain how online participation can be integrated in existing processes and the legal frameworks of political and administrative decision making and what effect it has on politicians and members of the administration.

- Measuring the effects of online participation. This group investigates metrics that are able to capture and evaluate the impact that online participation has on the participants, the organizers and the results of online participation processes.

- Providing functionality for online participation. This group seeks to understand what functionality should be provided and how it should be provided in order to enable “meaningful” online participation.

3 Multidisciplinary research

A closer look at the group working on functionality can serve as an example of how multidisciplinary research is organized in the PhD program. One key functionality of online participation is the exchange of information and arguments amongst the participants. Existing approaches to support this exchange are forums [8], pro/contra lists [9] and tools for large scale deliberation [10]. Unfortunately, all of these approaches have significant drawbacks when used for online participation with a large and very heterogeneous audience. Essentially, either they do not scale well or they require training and a high level of cognitive skills to be used properly.

This led us to reconsider how the exchange of information and arguments should be realized at a very fundamental level. The starting point was provided by researchers in the area of philosophy. Their theory on argumentation describes arguments as a structure with two elements – a premise and a conclusion. Furthermore, arguments may be connected by relations: each can support or attack other arguments. In public participation, however, the exchange of information consists of more than just rational exchange. It also includes emotions, narrations, and signaling of ways to reach a compromise. It requires work in the area of Communication Studies to take these factors into account and integrate them in a common model.

From a computer science perspective, the resulting model is a graph with very specific properties. Given such a graph, a researcher in the area of theoretical computer science might be able to derive information on the state of the discussion: Are there arguments that dominate the discussion? Is it likely that continuing the discussion might change its outcome significantly? What are the most promising positions for a compromise?

How does all this help with supporting the exchange of arguments and information in a real-world system for online participation? We now know that participating in a discussion is – at the most fundamental level – navigating a graph and adding nodes and edges. The key question then is: how do we guide a participant along the graph in response to her actions? In practical computer science this is known as a recommender system. Systems like this are used, for example, to provide users with product recommendations in online shops. Obviously, the specifics of recommending what argument to investigate next might be different from recommending what product to look at next. But the underlying fundamental principle is related.

In contrast to existing recommender systems the exchange of arguments and information during online participation requires a high degree of involvement. Thus we need to understand how to motivate participants to spend a significant amount of time and intellectual resources on taking part in the process. Is it possible to nudge participants in providing valuable information and arguments with appropriate interaction and feedback mechanisms? This is for example the domain of sociology.

This shows that, in order to understand all relevant aspects of exchanging arguments and information in online participation processes and in order to build systems that support this exchange in an appropriate fashion, it is necessary that scientists from the areas of philosophy, communication science, theoretical computer science, practical computer science and sociology work together.

4 Conclusion

The thirteen students of the PhD program have started their work in late 2014. By now they have identified and specified the topics of their theses in close cooperation with advisors, practitioners and other PhD students. First papers have already been published, while the main part of the research will be conducted in the next two and a half years. During that time the members of the PhD program will also create a common wiki that includes a synopsis of related work and their own contributions. This wiki will contain information in a way that makes it usable for scientists, practitioners and the interested public. Further information on the PhD program can be found at www.fortschrittskolleg.de.
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